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Today’s MCAA Webinar Agenda – All Derived from 
the 2020 Edition of the MCAA’s Publication

1. Legal Counsel’s Review of Your Contract & Project Documents
2. Specific Methodologies for Quantifying LoP:

ü The Measured Mile Method
ü The MCAA Factors Method
ü The Cumulative Impact Method
ü The Modified Total Cost (Labor Hour) Method

3. Methods of Assessing LoP Impacts As Potential Schedule
Delays  
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Today’s MCAA Webinar Agenda – All Derived from the 2020 Edition of 
the MCAA’s Publication

Special Note:  It is usually the case that the more project-specific and 
detailed the LoP analysis, the greater the opportunity for the claimant to be 
reasonably compensated.  The choice of LoP quantification methodologies 
and their applications are also key elements in a reasonable recovery.

Reliance on nation-wide average impacts caused by the CV-19 pandemic may 
not result in a recovery due to the lack of a project-specific analysis.  This 
seminar focuses on the need to perform project-specific LoP quantification 
analyses using methodologies that are recognized by courts and boards of 
contract appeals.  Your presenters have testified as LoP experts using the 
proven methods described in this presentation.  
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Potential Liability for Delays Caused by COVID-19

• Delays in materials, equipment deliveries.  Were submittals and 
procurement actions timely executed?

• Delays caused by job shutdowns for failing to screen obvious 
sick employees

• Critical path delays caused by CV-19 loss of labor productivity

• Concurrent Delay Issues

• Potential Liability to Maintain Safe Work Site
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Before You Decide to Prepare and Submit a CV-19
Impact Claim, Consider the Following:

1. Fact: a well thought-out and prepared Request for Equitable Adjustment (“REA”) 
or “claim” is time consuming and can be costly for your firm to develop.

2. Your firm’s subcontract, change order forms and payment application forms may 
contain language that restricts or bars recovery of claim damages (time and/or 
costs) under certain conditions.

3. Federal and State COVID-19 directives may provide critical information as to the 
form and content of an REA.

4. Therefore, it is essential for your firm to have all of your subcontract documents, 
including change order and payment application forms, reviewed – along with 
current governmental COVID-19 guidelines – by an experienced construction 
attorney before you decide to prepare and submit an REA. 
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If You Decide to Prepare and Submit a COVID-19
Impact REA, How the REA Language is Crafted is Critical
1. While it is unclear from present guidelines, and absent any case law, your firm 

may have an obligation to segregate CV-19 delay and labor inefficiency damages 
from any pre-CV-19 delays and impacts.

2. CV-19 recovery guidelines may categorize CV-19 delays and labor productivity 
impacts as force majeure events (time relief but no compensation), thus under 
what terms the REA or claim is submitted may be critical to a damages recovery.

3. Because a consistent method of CV-19 damage recovery by trade contractors has 
not been established on public or private projects, a construction attorney should 
be involved before an REA is prepared to craft covering language that best fits 
the contract terms, current trends, legal precedents and governmental directives.

4. There are a myriad of important strategic and legal considerations necessary to 
prepare and submit a CV-19 impact REA and conducting a legal review during and 
prior to submitting such an REA is a critical element in that process. 7



Notice Requirements     
• Review all time extension, change order, scheduling, claim 

clauses in the contract/subcontract to make sure you are 
timely giving time/cost notices.  Some onerous clauses 
state you waive any right to claim for time or money absent 
a timely notice.  Do not assume that notice provisions will 
be waived for COVID-19 delays if you fail to follow them.

• Review all clauses requiring pricing or estimate of time 
impact required to be provided once notice is given.  Give 
your best estimate and say it will be updated once the time 
and cost impacts can be better determined.
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COVID-19 Contractual Relief

• Will most likely flow from Owner—General Contactor—
Subcontractor

• Follow all subcontract pass-through requirements for 
notice, time, compensation
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What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – Labor 
Productivity Impacts 

What sorts of labor productivity impacts may arise during the pandemic period?

ü Crew disruptions caused by absenteeism of your workers, and potentially those of other trades 
and changed work sequences due to incomplete predecessor work of other trades

ü Crew diminishment caused by the lack of replacement of workers on your crews for those who 
fall ill or who choose to “shelter in”, also known as “crew size inefficiency”

ü The learning curve effect, for new workers who arrive on site to replace absent workers
ü Logistics – the lack of needed materials and/or equipment, whether suppled by the owner or the 

contractor, arising directly from the effects of the pandemic

ü Dilution of supervision caused by the absence of key labor management personnel due to illness
ü Unplanned and extended overtime schedules imposed to mitigate the effects of pandemic-

caused project delay
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What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – Labor 
Productivity Impacts 

What can a labor intensive contractor do if the contract requires both notice and
quantification of potential damages before an REA or claim will be considered by the 
prime or the owner?

What methods are available to a labor intensive contractor to measure the adverse effects 
of the pandemic on labor productivity in a forward looking analysis?
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What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – Labor 
Productivity Impacts 

What sorts of labor productivity impacts may arise after the pandemic has passed?

ü The learning curve effect, for new workers who arrive on site to replace non-returning workers

ü Crew size inefficiency caused by a requirement to increase your crews to mitigate delay

ü Stacking of trades caused by project acceleration (compression of the work into a shorter period)

ü Absence of reasonable site access due to the addition of crews and equipment of all trades 

ü Concurrent operations – unplanned stacking of your activities as a form of acceleration

ü Crew flow disruption (“Reassignment of Manpower”) caused by changing schedule priorities and 
interferences with other trades

ü Adverse effects of extended overtime schedules to mitigate delays caused by the pandemic 

ü Delayed deliveries of materials and equipment caused by the pandemic effect 12



What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – Labor 
Productivity Impacts 

Why is the measurement of labor productivity important during this pandemic crisis?

ü To provide information that the contractor’s management may use to attempt to 
mitigate labor productivity losses

ü To demonstrate excusable (or potentially compensatory) delay arising from losses of 
labor productivity experienced during the duration of, and caused by, the pandemic 
effects

ü To provide the basis of notice to owners, CMs, or prime contractors regarding the 
magnitude of productivity losses arising from the pandemic effect
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What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – Labor 
Productivity Impacts 

How do you measure the before-and-after productivity rates of your crews?

ü The best method is an actual (“empirical”) method that establishes a productivity rate ratio 
before the start of the pandemic effect, and then establishes a production rate ratio during the 
effects of the pandemic

ü What is a productivity rate ratio?  It is the number of field craft labor hours required to install an 
identifiable unit of work, e.g., hours per linear foot of pipe, hours per cubic yard of concrete

ü What is this method called?  It is the measured mile method of productivity measurement, and it 
is the most widely accepted method to quantify the loss of labor of productivity in the 
construction industry

ü Must it be performed while the work is actually taking place?  No, with a reasonably detailed 
labor plan that tracks actual labor hour by work activity codes, and the contract drawings, a 
measured mile analysis can usually be done after the fact

ü If no reasonably detailed labor tracking was performed, is all lost?   No . . . 14



What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – Labor 
Productivity Impacts 

What if you could not perform a measured mile productivity analysis? 

ü Then a non-empirical method may be utilized.  These include, but are not limited to: an “Earned 
Value” analysis, an “MCAA Factors” (industry study) analysis methodology or a Modified Total 
Cost approach

ü An MCAA Factors analysis involves the application of the MCAA’s Factors Affecting Labor 
Productivity – the claimant refers to the 16 categories of labor inefficiencies enumerated in the 
MCAA’s publication and by experience on the project or interviews of site personnel, selects the 
appropriate labor impact category and the associated intensity level

ü An “Ibbs Curve” or Cumulative Impact analysis may be possible

ü A less favored method is the “Modified Total Cost” (or “Total Cost”) method whereby the 
claimant simply subtracts from the actual labor hours expended on the project its labor estimate, 
change order labor hours, T&M ticket hours and hours for contractor-caused deficiencies such 
as field rework and/or bid estimate errors
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Quantifying Covid Impacts to Labor Productivity

Two step process

• Category 1: Establish separate cost codes for identifiable (direct) extra work.

• Extra time to check-in

• Extra PPE suit-up

• Extra cleaning

• Extra travel time

• Category 2: Use any of following methods to quantify indirect impacts
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Claiming Loss of 

Labor Productivity

• Different methods

• Project Documentation 

required

• Time & $$$ required

• Credibility and 

Recoverability
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Claiming Labor Productivity Impacts 
ü Best method: Productivity rate ratio before vs. Productivity rate ratio during disruptive event

ü Productivity rate ratio: Number of labor-hours required to install unit of work, e.g., hours per LF of pipe

ü Called Measured Mile method of productivity measurement

ü Most widely accepted method to quantify the loss of labor of productivity

ü Track actual labor-hours by work activity codes

üReference: MCAA 2020, pp. 163-180
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Measured Mile Approach

1. Identify an unimpacted (or less-
impacted) baseline productivity

2. Determine actual Productivity 
rate for period of owner-caused 
disruptions

3. Compare baseline vs. actual 
Productivity rates

Δ Productivity = (25 – 12)
= 13 piles/day

The Ibbs Consulting Group
19

Q1
20 piles/day
12.5 wd

Q2
25 piles/day
10 wd

Q4
25 piles/day
10 wd

Q3
12 piles/day
21 wd



Measured Mile Example
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Selecting Measured Mile Period

Similarity, not Identicalness, required

• Type of Work

• Means & methods

• Crew type/members/size

• Worker characteristics

• Supervision and management

• Project location, layout, and logistics

• Project schedule

• Weather/seasonality/time of year

• Overtime and shiftwork

• Logistics: Crowding/Congestion/Trade 

stacking.
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Measured Mile Graphics
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• A set of estimating guidelines that have proven reliable and credible for 
over thirty years in estimating a mechanical contractor’s loss of 
labor productivity

• Prepared by the Management Methods Committee of the MCAA in 1971 
using an industry survey method of data collection

• Accepted by the major boards of contract appeals, other trial venues, and 
in arbitration tribunals as reliable and useful guidelines for 
estimating loss of labor productivity

• Reasonably simple to understand and employ within all levels of the 
mechanical contracting industry

• Can be used to forward price of retroactively price loss of productivity 
requests for equitable adjustment

• Supported by a user’s manual published by the MCAA
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What are the MCAA Factors?



• The MCAA Factors are not based on a statistical formula and are 
not represented to produce an exact measure of damages

• Reported cases have made it clear that a contractor’s damages 
arising from inefficiency impacts do not need to be proven 
with mathematical exactness

• When using the MCAA Factors, a labor intensive contractor 
must employ knowledge of productivity concepts accepted 
in the industry, knowledge of the specific project conditions 
and a careful reading of each MCAA Factor category 
description
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Using the MCAA Factors
The MCAA Factors Provide for a Reasonable
Estimate of the Labor Inefficiency Damages



• Each MCAA Factor has three percentages of impact intensity that 
must be considered and applied:

Minor - - Average - - Severe

• These impact intensity ratings arrived at by interviewing the labor 
supervisors

• Considerations can include:
Crew size at the time of impact
Number of trades working in the same areas
Number of supervisors available to address changes
Condition of the schedule – is the work critical?
Will overtime be employed to mitigate delay?
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Using the MCAA Factors
What about those Three Percentages?



Important Recent BCA Case Accepting the MCAA Factors

Turner Construction Company, Appellant
v

Smithsonian Institution, Respondent
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Important Recent BCA Case Accepting the MCAA Factors

Suffolk Construction Company, Appellant
v

General Services Administration 



What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – Labor 
Productivity Impacts 

The MCAA Factors productivity tables and user instructions are contained in the MCAA’s publication 
titled “Change ● Orders Productivity ● Overtime  A Primer for the Construction Industry” pp 135-136
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The MCAA Factors and CV-19 Labor Productivity Impacts 

29

Page 139

What types of CV-19 LoP impacts can be described
by the 16 MCAA Factor categories?

#1      Stacking of Trades
#3      Reassignment of Manpower (“Disruption”)
#4      Crew Size Inefficiency 
#5      Concurrent Operations
#6      Dilution of Supervision
#7      Learning Curve
#11    Site Access 
#12    Logistics (Material Supply Chain)
#14    Ripple Effect
#15    Overtime 
#16    Unanticipated Weather Impacts

PP 135-136
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The MCAA Factors and CV-19 Labor Productivity Impacts 
For quantifying CV-19 impacts, there are three methods for the application of the MCAA Factors:

ü Evaluate the 16 Factor categories and determine which impact descriptions apply to the
types of CV-19 being experienced on your project, reference pages 135-136

ü For each impact category, determine the intensity level (the “Percent of Loss per Factor” column)

ü Determine which application method will best quantify your project’s LoP impacts:
1. The total estimated field craft labor hour forward priced method
2. The estimated field craft labor hour for the impact period only method
3. The temporal field craft labor hour retrospective method

ü If using the temporal approach (recommended), determine the time frames and hours for each –
and the craft field labor hours that apply to each time frame; see the example from page 157:
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The MCAA Factors and CV-19 Labor Productivity Impacts 
For quantifying CV-19 impacts, there are four methods for the application of the MCAA Factors:

ü Evaluate the 16 Factor categories and determine which impact description applies to the
types of CV-19 being experienced on your project

ü Determine which application method will best quantify your project’s LoP impacts:
1. The total estimated labor hour forward priced method
2. The estimated labor hour for the impact period only method
3. The temporal (time based) labor hour retroactive method
4. A combination of 2. and 3.

The MCAA Factors were originally designed to capture the LoP impacts solely to the changed work
itself. Contractors were to apply the appropriate MCAA Factors to forward priced change order
proposals. This original application did not quantify the ripple effect of changes to the base contract
labor hours, as has been clearly described and recognized in modern board of contract decisions.

As a result, contractors can apply the MCAA Factors in a way that recognizes the effect of change to
the entire pool of base contract hours. CV-19 is a changed condition that, usually, does not impact a
subset of the contractor’s labor hours, but all labor hours expended during the impacted period.
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The MCAA Factors and CV-19 Labor Productivity Impacts 
In today’s CV-19 impact environment, contractors are experiencing LoP impacts retroactively, that is, in a
previous period, and prospectively, in some future period of time. Thus, applying a dual method of MCAA
Factor application could be the most reasonable.

The retrospective method. Assume you are a contractor in August 2020 asked to quantify your firm’s LoP
impacts from the start of the pandemic effects on your project (say, February 24, 2020) to the present
(August 4, 2020) and then to estimate (forecast) the LoP impacts from August 5th to October 31, 2020.

The retroactive method would apply for the first period (historic period) up to the present. Referencing
the MCAA publication starting at page 150, the appropriate MCAA Factor categories and intensity
percentages would be used to calculate (using the retroactive formula on page 153) the contractor’s LoP.
Moreover, if sufficient specific records are available, the contractor can use the recommended temporal
approach to applying the retroactive method (see page 152). This adds specificity to the contractor’s
application of the Factors.

From “time now” forward, the contractor can apply a prospective LoP estimate using the MCAA Factors.
Assuming the contractor can estimate the labor hours that will be expended on a monthly basis into to a
time certain in the future, the contractor can apply the Factors to estimated (or planned) labor hours on a
temporal basis.
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The MCAA Factors and CV-19 Labor Productivity Impacts 

Feb - May June – July August - October

Retrospective Period (Actual Labor Hours) Prospective Period (Planned Labor Hours)

4,000 FCLH              2,000 FCLH 10,000 FCLH
#3 Reassignment of MP 15%
#4 Crew Size Ineff 10%
#6 Dil of Supervision      15%
Total 40%

Formula:  actual craft hours
divided by 1.% inefficiency =
efficient hours
Actual craft hours –
efficient hours = inefficiency

4,000 FCLH ÷ 1.40 = 2,857
4,000 FCLH – 2,857 = 1,143
1,143 inefficient hours

High Impact Period Medium Impact Estimated to be Medium Impact 

#3                  10%
#4                  10%
#6 10%
Total              30%

2,000 FCLH ÷ 1.30=
1,539 FCLH
2,000 – 1,539 =
461 inefficient hrs

#1   Stacking of Trades       10%
#3    Reassignment of MP    5%
#11   Site Access                 12%
Total 27%

Formula:  planned field craft labor hours
X estimated inefficiency = loss of productivity

10,000 FCLH x 27% = 2,700 inefficient hours

If the contractor applies the MCAA Factors in a prospective manner
(i.e., looing forward into the future), it is essential that the contractor
attached a statement of reservations of rights that clearly state that
the contractor has provided an estimate of impacts that may change,
given actual circumstances, and that the contractor reserves its right
to adjust its claim for damages based on actual events and conditions.PP 144-156
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What if Your Firm is Required to Accelerate? – OT Impacts 
Assume your project is delayed by CV-19 impacts, and under your subcontract, you are directed to
accelerate by way of an overtime schedule.   You can estimate the duration and work schedule 
required, so you can forward price the direct payroll costs, but how do you include the inefficiency 
costs in your forward priced ROM notice or cost proposal? 

Refer to the chapter titled  “How to Estimate the Impacts of Overtime on Labor Productivity” pp 217-231

Overtime LoP is predictable based on the schedule to
be worked and the duration of that schedule.  Historical
data published by NECA, the Business Round Table and 
Dr. Randolph Thomas, PE can be used to forward price an
acceleration effort, or estimate the LoP impact after the
overtime as been completed.  These data have been 
compiled and plotted to show expected LoP per week of
overtime, up to 16 weeks. 

The overtime LoP data is to be applied to both the overtime
hours and the straight time hours that are expended during
the overtime work schedule.
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What if Your Firm is Required to Accelerate? – OT Impacts 
Refer to the chapter titled  “How to Estimate the Impacts of Overtime on Labor Productivity” pp 217-231

The LoP data has also been compiled in a table, based
on the three studies (page 225).  

As the OT proceeds from week to week, the LoP percent
increases.  The data from these curves and tables are
to be used for forward pricing OT LoP change requests.  
If the contractor is applying these data retrospectively,
the retrospective formula is to be applied, (pp 226-228).

As noted, the OT LoP factors are to be applied
to both the overtime hours and the straight
time hours that are expended during the OT
work schedule.  



• Precautions must be taken to notify that premium labor costs 
and labor inefficiencies will be recovered for overtime schedules 

• If possible, establish the means of estimating the overtime 
inefficiency before the overtime schedule is implemented

• Overtime inefficiencies can be retroactively estimated, but by 
that time, the contractor has incurred the damage 

• Include the inefficiency in the change order billing along with the 
premium payroll costs

• Use the appropriate table to forward price the overtime 
inefficiencies

• DO NOT accelerate (i.e., work overtime) as a 
volunteer unless the delay is your fault !
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Overtime Inefficiency



“The overtime pricing contained herein includes the added
payroll costs for the overtime schedule provided by your
office. Furthermore, this change order proposal contains a
loss of labor productivity estimate based on the overtime
schedule that we have received from your firm. The
proposed overtime schedule provided by your office is the
basis of our estimate for direct and inefficiency costs
associated with this change order request. Amalgamated
Mechanical Contractors expressly reserves the right to
submit a separate change order proposal in the event the
overtime schedule changes in any manner from that upon
which we have relied in the pricing of this proposed change
order.”
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Overtime Inefficiency Including LOP



“This change order proposal represents the direct additional
payroll costs arising from the requested overtime schedule.
No overtime inefficiencies are included in this proposal.
Amalgamated Mechanical Contractors expressly reserves
its rights to request compensation for labor efficiencies
attendant to the requested overtime schedule. A revision to
this change order proposal containing the costs for
overtime labor inefficiencies will be forwarded for
processing as soon as these costs can be computed. We
estimate that the labor inefficiencies arising from this
overtime schedule will not be less than ____ %.”
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Overtime Inefficiency – Qualified Proposal



Another Loss of Productivity Measurement Method

ü Ibbs Curves to Measure Loss of 

Productivity (LoP)

ü More change => More LoP

ü Late change => More LOP

ü Empirically-based

ü Industry accepted.

üRef: MCAA 2020, pp. 181-214
39
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Total Hours = 30,000
Bid Errors =   2,500
Scope Change =   5,500

Actual Contract Hours = 22,000

% Change = 5500/22,000

% Change =  25%

Should-Have hours = 22,000 / (1.2)

Should-Have Hours = 18,333

Loss of Prod Hours = 22,000 – 18,333

= 3,667 Hours



The Modified Total Cost (Labor Hour) Method to Quantify 
CV-19 LoP Impacts 

In the AACEi’s hierarchy of preferred methods to quantify a loss of labor productivity, the two methods at the 
bottom of the list are the Modified Total Cost (Labor Hour), “MTC” method and the Total Cost method.  One 
reason for this low ranking is due to the lack of particularization and specificity provided by these methods.

However, using any LoP methodology, the presenters recommend that the claimant prepare a MTC approach 
using field craft labor hours and not dollars or costs.  Why – because this method identifies the maximum
amount the claimant can claim without citing a “windfall” or “loss of profit” in labor hours. 

The MTC formula: 1)   Total field craft labor hours actually expended on the project
2)   (Less) the original estimated, or planned, field craft labor hours
3)   (Less) approved change order field craft labor hours
4)   (Less) pending PCOs or unapproved change order field craft labor hours
5)   (Less) time and material ticket field craft labor hours
6)   (Less) estimate labor adjustments for missed items or improper factoring
7)   (Less) field craft labor hours to repair/address contractor errors in the field

8)    Results in the total unallocated field craft labor hour loss on the project 

The total unallocated field craft hours derived from the MTC (Labor Hour) approach can be compared with the 
LoP quantifications derived by use of other, more specific methodologies, such as the measured mile or MCAA 
Factors’ methods.  It can also be used as a stand-alone quantification approach, although not favored.



What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – CV-19 
LOP Delays and the Project Schedule 

The project CPM schedule, accurately updated to the time the impacts of the pandemic were measurable on the 
progress of the project, is a vital document to demonstrate the condition of the project’s progress before,  
during and after, the adverse effects of the pandemic are identified

Under many contracts, in order to preserve rights (excusable and potentially compensable), the contractor or 
subcontractor claimant must show that the effect of the pandemic was the sole cause of critical path delay

In the case of critical path delays that existed prior to experiencing the effects of the pandemic, the contractor 
or subcontractor claimant should document the duration and cause of those delays, to the extent known by the 
contractor or subcontractor, to establish the “baseline” for measuring 

But what if you are a subcontractor and are denied access to the project schedule information?  Write a letter to 
the prime contractor or CM affirming that any critical path delays to the project completion date recorded at the 
time the impacts of the pandemic began to affect your project, were not caused by your firm.   

To the fullest extent possible, ensure that all necessary materials and equipment, particularly those items that 
may be affected by pandemic-related procurement/transport/shipping delays, are timely ordered and received 
on site
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What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – the 
Project Schedule 

For instance, the mechanical subcontractor in the example below may have activities that are “late” in 
starting, however only the activities on the controlling critical path dictate the amount of project delay 
that is being experienced – in this example, the power system work is the controlling critical path  

If the pandemic effect is causing schedule slippage, each contractor on a project must know if their 
scope of work is on the controlling critical path “Late” Controlling Delay
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Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – the Project Schedule 

How does a contractor forecast estimated time impact of labor inefficiencies arising from  
pandemic in CPM schedule?

ü Evaluate CPM schedule update closest to the commencement of pandemic-related impacts for accuracy; do 
the activities reflect the contractor’s scope of work?  is logic correct?  is progress reporting accurate? and is 
forecasted end date of project reasonably reflected in schedule?

ü Perform a forward-looking labor productivity impact analysis estimate using one of the methodologies that will 
be discussed in the next section of this webinar

ü From that forward looking, estimated labor productivity impact analysis, determine an overall percent of 
inefficiency for the crews that will potentially be affected by the pandemic 

ü Apply that estimated inefficiency percentage to the planned durations of all of the field labor activities that are 
expected to be adversely affected by the pandemic and recalculate the schedule to ascertain the time impacts

ü If your forward-looking estimate of time impacts arising from the pandemic is to be submitted to an owner or 
prime contractor for consideration / relief, prepare a detailed reservations of rights cover letter that will allow 
refinement of the loss of productivity estimate as events actually unfold
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Loss of Productivity May Result in Schedule Impacts and 
Delay to Project Completion Date

45

• Use a current and accurate version of the project CPM schedule’s native file
• Quantify the loss of labor productivity as an impact percent (in the example, a 20% LoP impact)
• Identify the activity or activities that sustained the LoP impact (percentages may vary)
• Factor the planned duration(s) of the affected activity(ies) by the percentages of LoP impact
• Re-run time analysis to determine if the added LoP durations affect the schedule 
• Include a request for an extension of time in conjunction with relief for the LoP damages

Pages 106 - 109



Loss of Productivity May Result in Schedule Impacts and 
in Delay to the Project’s Completion Date
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• What if the prime contractor refuses to provide the native CPM schedule update files?

ü Compile a list of the affected activities with their planned durations and their impacted 
durations, with a notation of the percent of LoP used to factor each activity

ü Submit the list to the prime or general contractor requesting that the duration adjustments 
be entered into the update of the CPM schedule closest to the time of the impacts

ü Request (in writing) that the prime contractor update the impacted CPM schedule to 
determine if the added durations resulting from the LoP affect the project’s critical path or 
the critical path of your company’s work, and to provide detailed output reports

ü Send a written Reservations of Rights letter stating that due to the prime contractor’s 
refusal to provide the native schedule files, your firm expressly reserves the right to review 
and if necessary, correct the results of the schedule impact analysis, once the native 
schedules files are made available



What are Key Steps in Preserving Your Rights – Project 
Impact Analyses  

Regardless of what method is used to estimate time impacts and/or loss of labor productivity: 

ü Accompany the estimated impact results with a narrative that explains how the delay time impact 
and/or loss of labor productivity estimates were prepared and what assumptions were made

ü Label the time impact / loss of productivity estimates as a “ROM”, Rough Order of Magnitude

ü Suggest ways that the expected delays and/or loss of labor productivity could be mitigated

ü Include a comprehensive reservations of rights letter that clearly states the loss of productivity, 
and / or any time impact / delay quantifications, are estimates based on assumptions being made 
at a given date, and that these ROMs may change given actual circumstances.  
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